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What is GRAMS?

- Next-generation balloon/satellite 

experiment  aiming to:

- To discover/document MeV 

sources across the entire sky,

- Perform an indirect dark matter 

search via measurement of 

antiprotons and antideuterons 

produced by dark matter 

annihilation or decay 
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Rendering of GRAMS balloon geometry.
LArTPC (Red) is 140x140x20 cm.



Science Goals - The MeV sky is rather dark 

compared to other wavelength 

regimes

- Imaging this energy band more 

accurately will enable:

- direct observation of nuclear 

emission lines 

- The study of the phase 

transition between thermal 

and non-thermal processes 

as observed in black holes, 

active-galactic nuclei, and 

neutron stars

- Additional aid  in 

multi-messenger astronomy
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Science Goals Cont. - There is a lot of indirect 

evidence that dark matter exists 

(galaxy rotation curves, 

anomalous gravitational lensing 

etc.)

- It is nothing like what we are 

familiar with, and we have no 

idea what it might be

- In order for current gravitational 

theories to hold, you need quite 

a lot of it

- We have never detected it with 

statistical rigour
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GRAMS Design
Components

- Central detection unit: a liquid 
argon(LAr) tank

- Top and bottom of tank has anode 
and cathode planes respectively. 
Generate electric field.

- Tank is divided by plastic separator 
sheets (optical isolation)

- Covered by two enclosures of 
scintillators (ie. photomultipliers)

Motives

Higher density than gas Higher fiducial volume than 
solids

LAr is cheap and plentiful
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Particle Detection (Dark Matter)
- Dark matter decays to 

antiparticles at distant source

- The antiparticles enter the 

detector and couple to a LAr 

atom and produces an exotic 

atom

- Said exotic atom decays into 

xrays, pions, and protons

- The x-ray energy, pion/proton 

multiplicities, and interaction 

location  enable  antiparticle 

identification

- Look for excess above predicted 

antiparticle background
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Particle Detection (MeV Gamma Rays, Pair Production)

Pair Production
- Gamma ray produces positron and 

electron.
- Daughter products ionize the LAr 

atoms
- Series of ionized electrons are drifted 

into anode plane,  which then  enables 
the  spatial reconstruction of  gamma 
via momentum conservation
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Particle Detection (MeV Gamma Rays,Compton Scattering)

Compton Scatters

- Gamma ray ionizes LAr  atoms, freeing 
electrons

- The electric field drifts these electrons 
into the anode plane (give x-y position)

- The drift time (difference between 
prompt scintillation light and electron 
hitting anode plane) yields z position

Compton Scatters (cont.)
- Angle of Compton scatter derived via:

- This results in a “Compton Cone” 
of possible source locations

Or, for escape events, by:
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- Hamamatsu R5912 PM 
- Associated high Voltage generator
- LED pulsed by a GATE Generator at 2 

V amplitude (same as in SiPM)
- Readout to oscilloscope (HDO4104 1 

GHz)
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- 4x4 matrix of FBK NUV-HD SiPMs 
(6x6mm2 SiPM, 40x40um2 
microcell) assembled in INFN 
Perugia

- SMART preamplifier board and 
readout electronics (INFN Bari)

- Single channel readout

Experimental PM Setup



PM Output

PMT readout. Trigger on the LED. 
Smeared distribution

SiPM readout. Trigger directly on SiPM 
output. Can see quantization of PEs.
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Gain Calculation

𝛍 = Mean Area of PM output
𝝈 = Standard deviation of Area of PM output
C = Charge of an electron
R = Impedance of the cable+oscilloscope
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Gain Measurements

NB: For the SiPM, the input Voltage is fixed at 33.2 V, so cannot make an analogous plot. Got similar gains 
to PMT at 600 V

Log-log plot of the high voltage 
versus gain

Manufacturer’s log-log gain 
versus high voltage plot

Reasons why  the two 
plots don’t match
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At 600 V

At 1200 V



GramsSim
- A Geant4-based simulation of the GRAMS 

detector written by Dr. Bill Seligman
- GramsSky, which simulates particle 

generation on the night sky
- GramsG4, which simulates particle 

transport in the detector
- GramsDetSim, which adjusts 

GramsG4’s output, taking into 
account the electric field (unused 
for this project

- Only reconstruction of Compton scatters
- Truth-level study (ie. perfect knowledge of all 

parameters)
Rendering of how GramsSky 
produces particles. Same 
algorithm also works for 
GramsG4
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Terminology

Compton Electron: displaced electron in Compton scatter

Photoabsorption: Photoelectric effect of gamma ray onto electron

Scatter series: a sequence of Compton electrons and photoabsorption

All In: a scatter series where all events are detected

Escape: a scatter series where not all events are detected

Cells: The regions within the LAr created by the separator sheets
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Unique Cells

Successively Unique  Cells



Questions that Simulation Aims to Answer?

- What shape is better for the LArTPC of GRAMS: a cubic or a flat geometry?

- What types of other, non-reconstruction related signals do we detect?

- What is the average number scatters in a series should be expect?

- What sort of lower bound can we place on the angular resolution of GRAMs?

- How does a scatter series  being “All In” versus “Escape” affect reconstruction?

- How does excluding photoabsorbtion affect reconstruction?
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Flat Versus Cube Event Counting
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Flat Versus Cube Event Counting (cont.)

Geometric:
Ratio of Cube Cross-section to Flat Cross-section about 1.877.

Ratio of perceived depth of Cube to perceived depth of Flat: 0.5
Physical:

Absorption Length of LAr in energy regime .1 to 10 MeV is between 5-30 cm
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- Primary: originates from an original gamma ray
- Secondary: originating from other processes (bremsstrahlung, pair-production, ionization etc)

- Pair-production gives valuable reconstruction information, but others can lead to false positives
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Number of Scatters

- Need at least 3 compton scatters to get directional reconstruction for escape events
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Spatial Reconstruction Pipeline

Source located at (565.58 190.89) on x-y plane
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All in Events Versus Escape Events

All In Escape

Takeaway: Spatial 
reconstruction is 
agnostic to the event 
classification, at least 
for point sources
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All in Events Versus Escape Events (cont.)

Takeaway: Good energy 
reconstruction is quite 
dependent on the event 
classification
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No Photoabsorbtion
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ARM Definition

- ARM stands for “Angular Resolution 
Measure”

- Defined as the difference between 
ɸ

geometric
 and ɸ

reconstructed
- ɸ

geometric
 is the angle between the 

source’s location and the axis of the 
cone

- ɸ
reconstruction

 is the angle as calculated 
by the reconstruction formula
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ARM Distribution

- Lorentzian fit to data,  
- 2*Gamma can be interpreted as angular 

resolution of detector at a given energy

- Did fit for mono-energetic beams between .2 and 
10 MeV

- Plateaus above the the Doppler broadening floor
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Work to be Done

Experiment

- Connect the readout system of microBoone to PMs (see if it is viable to repurpose microBoone 
system)

- Ship to Northeastern to be immerse in LAr for further testing

Simulation

- Calculate sensitivity as a function of energy
- Calculate sensitivity as a function of sky position

- For both the above, need either experimental background data or theoretical model of MeV 
sky background (can get from Dr. Tsuji at RIKEN)

- See how the backprojection algorithm reconstructs multiple point sources and diffuse sources

- Rerun parts of the analysis with a better image reconstruction method (ML-EM method; code from from 
Dr. Yoneka)

- Add smearing effects  to almost all analyses to account for various uncertainties 26



Questions?
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